Oncology 2020 conference scheduled at Paris, France during February 20-21, 2020
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Hilaris Conferences feel delighted to announce our forthcoming event “ONCOLOGY 2020” which is going to be held during February 20-21, 2020 in Paris, France with the theme “Fearless commitment for a Cancer free world”.

The ONCOLOGY 2020 will be mention based upon the few highlights:

- Cancer Therapy
- Breast Cancer Therapeutics
- Lung Cancer and Pre-malignant Lung Disease
- Cancer Drugs
- Organ Specific Cancers
- Cancer Prevention & Cure
- Cancer Diagnosis
- Cancer Genetics

The conference tracks are having global information regarding the new revolution and technologies in oncology which will allow the attendees to scout the ideas and issues related to oncology. Hence, Hilaris Conferences will be a special platform to sharpen your skill to reach your goals. Various and advanced Conferences with a plethora of research topics will give everyone a special schooling and career-building chance. Hilaris conference will recast your Diverse and innovative Conferences with a plethora of research topics will provide everyone a unique learning and career-building opportunities. Hilaris conference will rewrite your brain with new and innovative ideas which will help you to boost your self-Esteem and confidence.

Target audience

- Cancer research Students, Scientists
- Cancer Researchers
- Cancer research Faculty
- Medical Colleges
- Cancer Associations and Societies
- Oncologists
- Radiologists
- Chemotherapists
- Pathologists
- Physicians
- Business Entrepreneurs
- Medical Devices Manufacturing Companies
- Pharmaceutical Companies
- Diagnostics Companies

Hilaris Conferences is the key to unlock the doors of innovation. Hence, Hilaris Conferences will be a unique platform to sharpen your skill to achieve your goals.
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